An essential step to develop an autonomous mobile robot behavior is establishment of a groundtruth detection system which can be used for both the localisation and behavior analysis. Depend on the requirements of the application there are some constraints for such a system like: diversity in types of providing information, accuracy of the data and ease of use -since the calibration is needed in both color classification and geometry position -and also the cost of the system, which all should be considered. In this paper, a low cost system is presented, using Asus Xtion depth camera, capable of providing ground-truth position information of the humanoid robots and the ball which is required to estimate the errors of a localisation system in RoboCup Standard Platform League (SPL) and Humanoid kid Size League (HSL) soccer robots. Furthermore the user input requirements are reduced to very few compared to other similar systems. Source code of the system is available online at: https://github.com/mrlspl/
Introduction
Estimation of self-position in an indoor environment is a need of almost every autonomous agent. This information will then be used for the agent to make decisions to fulfill its tasks. Developing and comparing such algorithms require ground-truth information which can also be used for verifying the decisions of the agent based on self-position and environment state.
Related works
Available ground-truth systems debated in RoboCup scenarios are categorized based on using or not using marker on the robot and the total cost of the system.
Drawbacks of systems such as [3] are mostly the cost of the system, the basic cause for which almost none of SPL teams have employed such systems. The other drawback which also exists in [4] can be named as time consuming setup procedure, including placing markers on robot and camera geometric calibration. Besides, markers on robot can distract robot detection algorithms. Thus, behavior decisions such as obstacle avoidance would be affected.
Systems such as [5] , [6] , [7] and [8] are still time consuming as of the user have to calibrate the geometric position of the camera and also manually identify marker regions' colors to the software. Moreover since the league's field size in RoboCup leagues especially SPL are likely to grow annually, this approach leads to increase the height of the camera position or reduce focal length of the camera lens which cause respectively need to a sensor with greater resolution or inducing more optical distortion.
Due to the drawbacks of mentioned approaches and thanks to low cost depth sensors -such as Microsoft Kinect and Asus Xtion TM - [9] [10] have suggested using point-clouds for ground-truth detection system. The calibration process in [9] requires user to identify ground points and field's landmarks in order to calculate the camera transformation to the field reference. Moreover, color calibration must be performed to make the system able to tell the robots' team color.
In [10] , robot position is provided along with its orientation but the calibration procedure would still be time consuming. Since it must be performed on four depth cameras placed in the outer edge of the field each by which a set of landmark positions must be manually selected in images. These positions will then be used for calculating the transformation matrix. Additionally, the approach does not support any team color identification.
Some Ground-truth systems are developed employing mono cameras. For instance, [8] tries to use several mono cameras each of which detects the objects independently thereafter merge the data in overlapped areas. Using such cameras and constrains of acquired data, causes detection of false positives for which the author is using a particle filter based method to tell the false positives from true positives. Also there are confusions in tracking objects when the players get close to each other.
In [11] [12] [13] the relative position between RGB and depth cameras is estimated using markers, which is not necessary in suggested system due to the appropriate amount of experimented error with the documented position values. In [14] multiple landmarks are required to be visible inside an image for an accurate calibration. In [15] a single laser scanner is used for gathering all field data. Such a system has drawback on invisible regions made by objects, placing multiple laser scanners around the field causes an increase in cost of the system. In addition such a system cannot recognize objects with different heights.
RGB-D Cameras
RGB-D cameras introduced by Microsoft (Kinect TM ) have been used in variety of fields especially for interaction between robot and its environment [16] , [17] and [18] 
System architecture
Suggested system is developed using using Asus Xtion Pro Live, but it can also use Microsoft Kinect cameras or any other RGB-D cameras supported by Point Cloud Library [22] . It consists six RGB-D cameras which would be placed on the outer edge of the 2013 field of SPL, four of which are placed in the corners, and two placed across the middle line intersection to the side lines. Suggested cameras formation shown in Figure 1 is selected mainly because at least one field lines intersection must be visible by each camera to be recognized as a landmark with known position relative to field reference point. The reason would be precisely discussed in section 4.1. All 6 cameras are connected to a single computer and all data are processed through single software. Although the field coverage is fulfilled by 4, but due to the error of point-cloud data relative to the object's distance to the camera, 6 would reduce the error. 
Camera Geometric Calibration
Since robots are playing inside game field and their estimated self-position is expressed relative to the field reference (  Figure 2a ), for that reason in the ground-truth system the position of every object must be expressed to the same reference. Assuming to have the objects' position relative to a camera reference point ( ), these points can be transformed into their position in by a transformation matrix which can be computed in three steps with certainty: 
Landmark detection
Field lines' intersection ( Figure 2b ) can be used as landmarks by which the translation of the camera can be expressed. Since every camera can see at least one landmark, it would be an easy task to recognize. Using Canny edge detector on the Cr channel of color image with a static experimentally selected threshold value, and running Hough transform method, inclusive landmark lines would be recognized. Since many lines and intersections are usually visible to the camera, following criterions will be checked for the detected intersections:
1. Closeness 2. Similarity of the intersection angle to a right angle 3. Intersecting lines to include two parallel edges with 5cm mutual distance To be able to evaluate mentioned values, the position of the extracted line vertexes relative to the camera are needed. Since there might be some objects placed on the line, a robust method is needed to find 3D vertexes. Therefore, Ransac algorithm is employed to find the line equation and the vertexes. Thereafter the vertexes are calculated by finding the minimum and maximum point values. Output is shown in Figure 3. 
Surface extraction
Considering cameras facing the field, surface extraction algorithms such as RASNAC are more probable to extract the appropriate surface in their very first iterations. To check whether the extracted surface belongs to the field, the distance of all line vertexes which belong to the detected intersections to the extracted surface would be measured. The one with the lowest distance summation is selected as the field surface.
Rotation matrix
Constructing the three unit vectors of coordinate axes in are inclusive data to build the rotation matrix needed to rotate a given point from to . Detecting the line of a landmark parallel to the x axis of and calculating its unit vector, gives another vector out of three mentioned. By using these two unit vectors and (1) the considered matrix is built. 
Object detection
Prior of detecting any object, any unnecessary point which does not belong to field objects or the referee must be removed. These points include those of the surface and points distant from the camera and obviously out of the field. For removing the latter, simply the points that are far than 5 meter would be dismissed, for the former, the points with a minimal threshold distance to the surface would be removed. This threshold must be less than height of the smallest object which must be detected, radius of the ball (6cm). Figure 5 demonstrates the result.
After unnecessary points removal, objects would be detected by an Euclidean clustering method. Threshold of 20 cm is set for clustering (due to maximum error probable in 6 meters) minimum points in each cluster is experimentally set to 8 for the ball and 50 for robot. These clusters still encompass both true and false objects in the field. 
Noise Removal
Passing through object detection routine, leaves point-cloud clusters to be determined as specific objects or non-object clusters. The task of this section is to successfully remove non-object clusters and distinguish object clusters by their dimension properties in the first place, and their color. Noise removal routines are performed considering desired objects size. Those which their height is below 10cm would be considered as ball candidates, between 10-30 centimeter false clusters that would be ignored, 30-70 centimeter are robot candidates and above 70, referees.
Considering the point-clouds existing beyond the field borders are removed, Non-object clusters are divided into two basic classes: 1. Point-clouds belong to referees legs which have the height close to robot's due to the limited camera's vertical field of view; 2. multiple detected objects when a robot is placed far from the camera caused by camera noise in far distances; 3. Field points estimated above the field caused by mentioned estimation error in far distances; first situation is illustrated by Figure 5 . In the following paragraphs solutions for omitting every non-object clusters are discussed.
The vertical field of view of the camera is bounded by two intersecting surfaces with 45 degree internal angle. The intersection of upper surface to the field's surface -if the intersection occurs below the camera depth range -prevents the tall objects -referees in this case -to be wholly visible. As the result, the upper surface boundary of camera field of view is calculated relative to r field and employed to compute the minimum distance of clusters top point to the surface whereby it would be ensured that the cluster might belong to a referee's leg. In this case it would be removed.
As a result of point-cloud estimation error in 3.5 -4 meter range, several clusters would be detected with the height close to robot's. In order to homogenize this multiplicity, Euclidean clustering is employed and would be run in the field's 2D space with every robot detected for each camera separately. This avoids the error of one camera to influence other's possible accurate information in overlapped area. The reason will be widely described in section 5.
For the same error which caused the previous non-object detection, in the range of 3.5 -4 meter, field points are estimated above the surface which they are actually placed. By removing points closer than 2 centimeters to the extracted surface, mentioned points would cause detecting nonobject clusters. Only prominent characteristic of the ball which is distinct to field's points, after regarding its dimensions, is its color. After color classifying clusters (described in section 4.3) orange cluster in its specified dimensions is considered as ball. 
Color classification
Employing color tables [23] is a de facto in RoboCup applications. The main reason is the fact that the colors which are close in color spaces, such as yellow, orange and red are to be recognized in the field and no simple approach can tell the color of objects apart in each match due to environment's luminance variation.
Some approaches have been introduced which use both color and special values to perform unsupervised image segmentation. As instances, Topographical distance of pixels used in [24] using clustering technique leading to an unsupervised image segmentation and [25] which utilizes neighboring pixels blocks along with their colors in order to perform supervised classification. In [26] 3D special data is employed to enhance it segmentation output, In contrast, [27] employs only pixels' color values individually to decide their membership to color labels which is performed by optimized membership functions.
But in this paper, a more simple approach is chosen to classify the color of each object. As it is shown in Figure 6 , in HSL color space a single value of hue can represent a color class if an input pixel is expected to be classified for either of only two distinct color classes (red and blue in this case). As respects an object pixel's color value always has the minimum distance in color space to its actual color class prototype, suggested approach for color classification is using this distance as a criterion.
The task of color classification is always telling one color out of two as output class which is expected to be between either orange and green (ball and field noise) or red and blue (robots' team colors). Therefore the distance of every object's pixel hue channel is calculated to every available color prototype. The prototype to which the pixel has lower hue distance is considered as the respective color-class. After iterating this routine for every pixel of the object, total color-class numbers are calculated and the one with maximum number is selected as object's color-class. Figure 4 is demonstrating the result. a b 
Overlapped areas
Due to the fact that ground-truth localisation system include six cameras around the field, many zones are regarded as overlapped areas which are visible by two or more cameras ( Figure  7a ).Correlation between object's distance to the camera and error, makes it rational to select the nearest camera to the object to use its data. Corresponding robots in cameras can be identified employing clustering technique. In other words, detected robots in all cameras which are expressed relative to would be clustered at the first place, thereafter one of clustered robots with minimum distance to the camera which it is detected by, would be chosen as the one with most accurate information. 
Experimental results
To prove the accuracy of geometric calibration two criterions are considered: Position errordisparity between detected position and actual robot position in the field and the standard deviation of landmarks position after multiple calibration procedure.
In order to estimate the position error, two humanoid robots (NAO and DARwIn) have been placed on known positions which are used as criterions to calculate the error in their corresponding game fields ( Figure 7b and Figure 7c ) and calculated position by the system is compared relatively and the error is computed separately. The position error is directly influenced by method of determining robot final position in the field. As it is pointed out in [9] , determined position is highly affected by robots' orientation on the field. This is true for the position calculated by arithmetic mean of the robot point-cloud and the reason is that the position would be placed where the point-cloud has more density which is the region closer to the camera in its direction. It will cause an unpredictable error when the robot is facing and . (Figure 8a and Figure 8b ). On the other side, computing mid-point of the bounding box of robot's point-cloud helps to have a more realistic estimate of robot's centre of mass. Although the representative point shift along direction of camera will remain, but because there is a constant shift in all robot's orientations the error can be lowered by adding constant value to the results (Figure 8c and Figure 8d ). By fitting a linear equation on acquired data ( (3) and (4)) it becomes obvious that the error of representative point have a small correlation with distance of point-cloud to the camera and there is a 0.0339 meters shift in direction and 0.01811 meters in . For DARwIn robots, shift value is estimated as 0.11 meters in and approximately no shift is observed toward camera's direction. Mean error for DARwIn robot is estimated as 0.058 0.029 meters in x and 0.056 0.028 in y direction. Error distribution is shown in Figure 9 . Direction Average error after enhancement on output data is shown in To evaluate the color classification method, the numbers of false color classifications have been counted in each position showed in Figure 7b for 60 frames. Evaluated number was 0.46 % of the times and the detected false colors were only observed in furthest positions relative to camera and mostly in overlapped areas this causes the false color detection to happen even less times. Camera position estimation procedure is performed under four scenario which differ by luminance condition and field size (9x6 SPL game field and 6x4 Humanoid kid size soccer robot). We run the calibration procedure 20 times for each scenario and the standard deviation of an estimated landmark position (centre of the field) is 0.0243 meters in SPL game field and 0.0195 meters in humanoid kid size which is acceptable due to the overall size of system's error.
Future works
The ground truth localisation system which we present in this paper could be extended to use in all possible scenario in which robots move in bounded area not just in 2D but also in 3D space such as indoor autonomous quadcopter.
Only essential object would be line intersection landmarks observable to cameras. This could be reached by changing the configuration of landmark positions and objects' size and color.
Calibration process can be performed online to avoid problems caused by probable movement of camera due to unexpected stroke. Strokes might happen since the cameras are close to the field and referees are mostly walking around the field.
Since robots standing on the field prevent any point-cloud to be acquired from the region behind it, there would be multiple invisible regions in camera field of view. Computing these regions can assist debugging robots' behavior system by providing the probability of objects to be observed by particular robots regarding their position.
Tracking detected robots would be a simple task since no significant error is detected and there are no false positives. Tracked objects simplify debugging routines. It can also help detecting collision, which suggested system is not capable of. Although the points near those robots are tightly close to each other but the point-cloud is large enough to detect each of them. The robots' jersey shirt can also assist this action especially in case that the colors of shirts differ. Likely, robot tracking makes the system informed about number of robots to search for in collision area.
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